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Abstract
APJAKTU - ACADEMIC - Request to waive the credit requirement for promotion to the S5 and S7 semester-
resolution of the Syndicate -implemented -orders issued -reg.

ACADEMIC SECTION

Read:-1. U.O. No. 2190/2022/KTU dated 6/09/2022 
2. Minutes of the 39th meeting of the SSC on A& R held on 4/08/2023, item no: SCAR-039-
A05 
3. Minutes of the 47th meeting of the Syndicate held on 17/08/2023, item no: S-047-009

ORDER

Vide paper read as (1) above, the order was issued for waiving the requirement of minimum credit for
registration to higher semesters of various UG and PG programs of the university, for the Academic Year
2022-2023.

Vide paper read as (2) above, the 39th meeting of the Syndicate Standing Committee on Academics and
Research, considered the matter of waiving the credit requirement for promotion to the S5 and S7 semester
and recommended that suspension of the credit requirement to register for the S5 and S7 semesters of the
programs of the University due to Covid reasons, is applicable to the present S5 and S7 students and the
credit requirement shall be restored from the 2022 admissions onwards. 
The recommendations of the Syndicate Standing Committee on Academics and Research were placed

before the 47th meeting of the Syndicate.Vide paper read as (3) above, the 47th meeting of the Syndicate
resolved that;

suspension of the credit requirement to register for the S5 and S7 semesters of the programs
of the University due to Covid reasons is applicable to the present S5 and S7 students (2023-
2024 academic year).
Further resolved that the credit requirement shall be restored from the next academic year
applicable to all students for getting promoted to S5 and S7 in the next academic year. 

    Sanction has been accorded by the Vice Chancellor to implement the resolution of the Syndicate as
detailed above.
    Orders are issued accordingly. 

Copy to:-
1. Principals of all affiliated Colleges 
2.PS to VC/PVC/Registrar/COE 
3. AR Exam/AR(Academics) 
4.Director(Academics)/JD(Academics)/AD(Academics) 
5.Joint Director, KSAD 
6.Syndicate section 
7. SF/FC



Section Officer 

* This is a computer system (Digital File) generated letter. Hence there is no need for a physical
signature.


